To all concerned

Sub: PCI inspectorship.

Ref: Our Circular Nos.
    i) 1-2/2021-PCI
    14-56/2021-PCI (Approval Process for 2022-2023 a.s.)

    ii) 1-2/2020-PCI
    14-56/2021-PCI (Approval Process for 2022-2023 a.s.)

Sir/Madam

This is in continuation to Council’s subject cited circulars.

In this connection, it is requested to -

a. click the following link for easy access -
   https://dgpm.nic.in/insp_registration.do

b. after successful Registration, Login to the dgpm.nic.in and Click on inspector menu and fill all the details of all the forms and finally give declaration. Once declaration is given, the details cannot be edited again.

c. if you are already an inspector then no need to register again. You have to login with your credentials and fill all the forms and give the declarations for consideration of inclusion in panel.

d. only declaration given profiles will be taken into consideration for screening purposes.

This is for information and necessary action.

Yours faithfully

[Signature]

ARCHNA MUDGAL
Registrar-cum-Secretary